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Dark matter (indirectly) detected!  

Plenty of (gravitational) evidence for non-baryonic cold (or coldish - 
as opposed to hot) DM being the building block of all structures in 
the Universe. E.g.:  

2

• classical tests of galactic dynamics using gas rotation curves or 
stellar velocity dispersion profiles; 

• 3-D mass reconstruction of cluster mass profiles via strong 
lensing and of the cosmic web via weak lensing; 

• gravitational support for early Universe photon-baryon acoustic 
oscillations as seen in the CMBR or in galaxy correlation function; 

• a consistent theory for structure formation itself;  
• ... 
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• classical tests of galactic dynamics using gas rotation curves or 
stellar velocity dispersion profiles; 

• 3-D mass reconstruction of cluster mass profiles via strong 
lensing and of the cosmic web via weak lensing; 

• gravitational support for early Universe photon-baryon acoustic 
oscillations as seen in the CMBR or in galaxy correlation function; 

• a consistent theory for structure formation itself;  
• ... 
Relying on the assumption that GR is the theory of gravity; still, 
it is very problematic to explain them all, covering so different 
length scales, in a single alternative theory of gravity and 
matter made of baryons only.  



Particle physics and the DM problem (?) 

The standard model for cosmology and structure formation, the 
ΛCDM model does not aim to address questions regarding the 
nature of the DM component.
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Indeed, reformulating the DM problem in terms of elementary 
particles in the dilute limit (two-body interactions dominating over 
multi-body interactions) is an assumption, and not the only 
possible extrapolation!

The DM term is treated as a classical, cold, pressure-less fluid 
subject to gravitational interactions only (no coupling to ordinary 
matter or photons, no self-coupling); tests of such gravitational 
coupling determine its mean density with exquisite accuracy:

as well as the spectrum of its perturbations (nearly scale invariant, 
as expected from inflation).
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ABSTRACT

We present cosmological parameter results from the final full-mission Planck measurements of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) an-
isotropies, combining information from the temperature and polarization maps and the lensing reconstruction. Compared to the 2015 results,
improved measurements of large-scale polarization allow the reionization optical depth to be measured with higher precision, leading to signifi-
cant gains in the precision of other correlated parameters. Improved modelling of the small-scale polarization leads to more robust constraints on
many parameters, with residual modelling uncertainties estimated to a↵ect them only at the 0.5� level. We find good consistency with the standard
spatially-flat 6-parameter ⇤CDM cosmology having a power-law spectrum of adiabatic scalar perturbations (denoted “base⇤CDM” in this paper),
from polarization, temperature, and lensing, separately and in combination. A combined analysis gives dark matter density ⌦ch2 = 0.120 ± 0.001,
baryon density ⌦bh2 = 0.0224 ± 0.0001, scalar spectral index ns = 0.965 ± 0.004, and optical depth ⌧ = 0.054 ± 0.007 (in this abstract we quote
68 % confidence regions on measured parameters and 95 % on upper limits). The angular acoustic scale is measured to 0.03 % precision, with
100✓⇤ = 1.0411± 0.0003. These results are only weakly dependent on the cosmological model and remain stable, with somewhat increased errors,
in many commonly considered extensions. Assuming the base-⇤CDM cosmology, the inferred (model-dependent) late-Universe parameters are:
Hubble constant H0 = (67.4±0.5) km s�1Mpc�1; matter density parameter⌦m = 0.315±0.007; and matter fluctuation amplitude�8 = 0.811±0.006.
We find no compelling evidence for extensions to the base-⇤CDM model. Combining with baryon acoustic oscillation (BAO) measurements (and
considering single-parameter extensions) we constrain the e↵ective extra relativistic degrees of freedom to be Ne↵ = 2.99±0.17, in agreement with
the Standard Model prediction Ne↵ = 3.046, and find that the neutrino mass is tightly constrained to

P

m⌫ < 0.12 eV. The CMB spectra continue
to prefer higher lensing amplitudes than predicted in base ⇤CDM at over 2�, which pulls some parameters that a↵ect the lensing amplitude away
from the ⇤CDM model; however, this is not supported by the lensing reconstruction or (in models that also change the background geometry)
BAO data. The joint constraint with BAO measurements on spatial curvature is consistent with a flat universe,⌦K = 0.001±0.002. Also combining
with Type Ia supernovae (SNe), the dark-energy equation of state parameter is measured to be w0 = �1.03 ± 0.03, consistent with a cosmological
constant. We find no evidence for deviations from a purely power-law primordial spectrum, and combining with data from BAO, BICEP2, and
Keck Array data, we place a limit on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 < 0.07. Standard big-bang nucleosynthesis predictions for the helium and
deuterium abundances for the base-⇤CDM cosmology are in excellent agreement with observations. The Planck base-⇤CDM results are in good
agreement with BAO, SNe, and some galaxy lensing observations, but in slight tension with the Dark Energy Survey’s combined-probe results
including galaxy clustering (which prefers lower fluctuation amplitudes or matter density parameters), and in significant, 3.6�, tension with local
measurements of the Hubble constant (which prefer a higher value). Simple model extensions that can partially resolve these tensions are not
favoured by the Planck data.

Key words. Cosmology: observations – Cosmology: theory – Cosmic background radiation – cosmological parameters
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[Planck +, arXiv:1807.06209]



Observations and particle properties of DM  

Assuming a particle formulation, astro/cosmo observables provide 
mainly informations on the properties that DM does not have, e.g.: it 
needs to be non-baryonic, non-relativistic at the phase of matter-
radiation equality, ... This is enough to say that DM is NOT within 
the SM of particle physics.  

4

At the same time, loose bounds on the properties which 
are crucial for devising a detection strategy for DM 
particles - the mass and coupling to ordinary matter.

The mass scale is essentially unconstrained, allowing for:           
i) ultralight bosons - as light as  10   eV for the so-called fuzzy DM 
(when the DM de Broglie wavelength gets as large as about 1 kpc, 
[Hu, Barkana, Gruzinov, PRL 85 (2000)]); ii) fermions as light as about 1 
keV (Gunn-Tremaine bound, based on phase space density limits 
as connected to the Pauli exclusion principle). Upper bounds are 
irrelevant from a particle physics perspective. 

-22
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At the same time, loose bounds on the properties which 
are crucial for devising a detection strategy for DM 
particles - the mass and coupling to ordinary matter.

Regarding the interaction scale, there are: i) very tight limits with 
photons (DM millicharge, electric and magnetic dipole moments 
need to be severely suppressed); ii) significant limits with 
baryons; iii) relatively weak limits for self-interactions (from 
galaxy clusters morphologies and mergers, such as from the Bullet 
cluster).



Insights from small-scale CDM “crisis”? 

A few issues with the ΛCDM model on small scales (i.e. sub 
galactic) in the deeply non-linear regime (where numerical N-body 
simulations of hierarchical clustering are needed): 
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• cusp/core problem (simulations find ~1/r scalings at the center 
of halos - the NFW profile -, some observations for dwarf galaxies 
favour density profiles with a flat inner core); 

• missing satellite problem (# of substructures in the CDM 
simulations much larger than # of satellites observed in real 
galaxies, like the Milky Way); 

• the too-big-to-fail problem (the observed satellites of the Milky 
Way are not massive enough to be consistent with predictions 
from CDM). 

Possibly a sign that there is too much power on small scales in 
the ΛCDM model. Another option is that baryonic components / 
baryonic feedback are not properly treated in the simulations. 



PART III: Particle physics from Astroparticle

Ultra-light dark matter (ULDM)
10−22 eV keV MeV GeV 100 TeV MPl 30 M⊙

ThermalNon-thermal Non-thermal

In the last ~ 5 years, numerical structure formation 
simulations with ULDM have become available. 

Figure 2: A slice of density field of ψDM simulation on various scales at zzz=== 000...111. This scaled sequence
(each of thickness 60 pc) shows how quantum interference patterns can be clearly seen everywhere from
the large-scale filaments, tangential fringes near the virial boundaries, to the granular structure inside the
haloes. Distinct solitonic cores with radius ∼ 0.3− 1.6 kpc are found within each collapsed halo. The
density shown here spans over nine orders of magnitude, from 10−1 to 108 (normalized to the cosmic mean
density). The color map scales logarithmically, with cyan corresponding to density ! 10.

graphic processing unit acceleration, improving per-
formance by almost two orders of magnitude21 (see
Supplementary Section 1 for details).

Fig. 1 demonstrates that despite the completely
different calculations employed, the pattern of fil-
aments and voids generated by a conventional N-
body particle ΛCDM simulation is remarkably in-
distinguishable from the wavelike ΛψDM for the
same linear power spectrum (see Supplementary Fig.
S2). Here Λ represents the cosmological constant.
This agreement is desirable given the success of stan-
dard ΛCDM in describing the statistics of large scale
structure. To examine the wave nature that distin-
guishes ψDM from CDM on small scales, we res-
imulate with a very high maximum resolution of
60 pc for a 2 Mpc comoving box, so that the dens-
est objects formed of " 300 pc size are well re-
solved with ∼ 103 grids. A slice through this box
is shown in Fig. 2, revealing fine interference fringes
defining long filaments, with tangential fringes near

the boundaries of virialized objects, where the de
Broglie wavelengths depend on the local velocity of
matter. An unexpected feature of our ψDM simula-
tions is the generation of prominent dense coherent
standing waves of dark matter in the center of every
gravitational bound object, forming a flat core with
a sharp boundary (Figs. 2 and 3). These dark matter
cores grow as material is accreted and are surrounded
by virialized haloes of material with fine-scale, large-
amplitude cellular interference, which continuously
fluctuates in density and velocity generating quan-
tum and turbulent pressure support against gravity.

The central density profiles of all our collapsed
cores fit well with the stable soliton solution of the
Schrödinger-Poisson equation, as shown in Fig. 3
(see also Supplementary Section 2 and Fig. S3). On
the other hand, except for the lightest halo which
has just formed and is not yet virialized, the outer
profiles of other haloes possess a steepening loga-
rithmic slope, similar to the Navarro-Frenk-White

3

H.-Y. Schive, T. Chiueh, T. Broadhurst, arXiv:1406.6586

Particle DM and the small-scale CDM “crisis” 
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• a free-streaming scale (warm DM, e.g.: keV sterile neutrinos) 
• a self-interaction scale (self-interacting DM, e.g.: states in a 

dark/hidden sector interacting via a light mediator) 
• a “quantum” scale (e.g.: fuzzy DM, DM forming a BEC) 
• …

Scenarios that are 
getting more popular, 
partially because N-body 
simulations in these 
cases are becoming 
available. E.g.: for  
ultra-light scalar DM  

[Schive et al., arXiv:1406.6586]

You can remove power on small scales by introducing a new 
physical scale associated to DM particles: 



Particle DM and the small-scale CDM “crisis” 

You can remove power on small scales by introducing a new 
physical scale associated to DM particles: 
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• a free-streaming scale (warm DM, e.g.: keV sterile neutrinos) 
• a self-interaction scale (self-interacting DM, e.g.: states in a 

dark/hidden sector interacting via a light mediator) 
• a “quantum” scale (e.g.: fuzzy DM, or DM forming a BEC) 
• …

A chance to detect DM particles via identifying one of such features, 
comparing structure formation predictions in these scenarios against 
cosmological/astrophysical observations? 

Note: the full DM puzzle is more complicated than the single pieces! 
E.g.: Ly⍺ forest (absorption pattern in the spectra of distant quasars 
due to Ly⍺ transitions of hydrogen along the line of sight) is also 
probing small scales, and seems to disfavour sharp small-scale 
suppressions ➡ m > 10   eV [Kobayashi et al., arXiv:1708.00015].-21



The DM Particle zoo
Viable particle frameworks span huge ranges in masses and 
interaction scales:
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from sub-eV axions, to keV sterile neutrinos, GeV-TeV WIMPs, 
up to supermassive DM close to the Planck scale

from gravitational 
interactions for 
gravitinos, to weakly 
interacting DM 
candidates, or mirror 
DM with strong self-
interactions

Andreas Ringwald  | WISP Dark Matter Theory, Latest Results in Dark Matter Searches, Stockholm, 12-14 May 2014 |  Page 2 

Introduction 

>  Plenty of dark matter (DM) candi-
dates spanning huge parameter 
range in masses and couplings  

>  Two classes stand out because of 
their convincing physics case and 
the variety of experimental and 
observational probes:    

!  Weakly Interacting Massive Particles 
(WIMPs), such as neutralinos 

!  Very Weakly Interacting Slim (=ultra-
light) Particles (WISPs), such as axions, 
axion-like particles and hidden photons 

 

 
[Kim,Carosi `10] 

[Kim & Carosi,2010]



Find your way in a 49 (89) order of magnitude journey 
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as

NATURE PHYSICS | VOL 13 | MARCH 2017 | www.nature.com/naturephysics

© 2017 Macmillan Publishers Limited, part of Springer Nature. All rights reserved.
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Thermal relics directly coupled to the baryon/photon primordial 
bath:                        (with SM is some lighter Standard Model state)
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A recipe that can work below about 100 TeV 
(unitarity limit [Griest & Kamionkowski 1990]; in 
realistic models up to about 15 TeV) and 
gets inefficient below about 1 GeV.

WIMP miracle: “fixed” DM pair annihilation 
cross section into “visible” particles. 



Find your way in a 49 (89) order of magnitude journey 

11

Thermal relics in a sector different from the SM sector - say a 
hidden DM sector - communicating to the baryon/photon 
primordial bath via some mediator - say an hidden photon with 
kinetic mixing with the SM photon:
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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PART III: Particle physics from Astroparticle

MeV thermal dark matter
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Representative benchmark model: Dark Photon A’
• Vector mediator 
• Kinetically mixed with QED photon A
• Annihilation cross section into SM states:
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Analogous to WIMPs, but with 
more freedom in the choice of 
the dark force in the hidden 
sector: it can work down to  
sub-MeV masses. The coupling 
ϵ to “visible” particles is one of 
the parameters in the model. 



Find your way in a 49 (89) order of magnitude journey 

12

Non-thermal relics generated from inelastic scatterings or decays 
of thermal states, eventually in the hidden sector.  
Typical example: gravitinos Ѱ in supergravity theories sourced by 
the thermal population of SUSY states λ, e.g. via:
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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2 Subtracted scattering rate

Gravitinos Ψµ with momentum P = (E, p) are produced via their coupling Ψ̄µSµ/2M̄Pl, where
Sµ is the supercurrent of the visible sector of a supersymmetric theory, here assumed to be
the MSSM. The visible sector is thermalized, while the gravitino is not, since its coupling to
the MSSM plasma is weak. According to the general formalism of thermal field theory [5],
the production rate of such a weakly interacting fermion is related to the imaginary part of its
propagator Π as

γ =
dN

dV dt
= −2

!

dP⃗ fF (E) ImΠ =

!

dP⃗ Π<(P ), dP⃗ ≡ d3p

2E(2π)3
. (2.1)

Here Π< is the non time-ordered gravitino propagator summed over its polarizations i.e. traced
with the gravitino polarization tensor Πµν (appendix A gives explicit expressions):

Π<(P ) =
1

4M̄2
Pl

Tr
"

Πµν(P )⟨Sν(P )S̄µ(−P )⟩T
#

(2.2)

where ⟨· · · ⟩T denotes thermal average. We employ Π< because it gives slightly cleaner formulæ
than Im Π. Eq. (2.1) is valid at leading order in the gravitino coupling M̄−1

Pl , and to all orders
in the MSSM couplings, gY,2,3 and λt. Extracting predictions from (2.1) is limited only by our
ability to evaluate (2.2).

Thermal field theory cutting rules allow to see that, at leading order in the MSSM couplings,
eq. (2.1) is equivalent to summing rates for the various tree-level processes that lead to gravitino
production. At tree level this formalism is more cumbersome than a direct computation of
production rates. However, in this paper we want to take into account finite temperature
corrections to the MSSM particle propagators arising at one loop level: eq. (2.1) becomes
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Three generic schemes, populating a fairly large DM mass range, and with 
three fairly generic patterns for detection phenomenology:
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Three generic schemes, populating a fairly large DM mass range, and with 
three fairly generic patterns for detection phenomenology:
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Three generic schemes, populating a fairly large DM mass range, and with 
three fairly generic patterns for detection phenomenology:
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Three generic schemes, populating a fairly large DM mass range, and with 
three fairly generic patterns for detection phenomenology:
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Thermal relics in hidden DM sector: 
(possibly) analogous to the thermal relic 
cases + all the phenomenology related 
to the new dark forces and the dark 
mediators!

Non-thermal relics from thermal states: 
Ѱ may be impossible to detect, but there 
is all the phenomenology connected to λ, 
maybe with some definite peculiarities, 
e.g., long lived NLSP.

Pretty much everything else is a case by case business!



E.g.: QCD axions and Axion-Like Particles (ALPs) 

14

Misalignment production: very light scalars trapped in modes with coherent 
oscillations, which behave cosmologically as CDM. Possible contributions to 
energy density from decays of strings and domain walls. 
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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111. Axions and other similar particles 3

Another generic class requires at least two Higgs doublets and ordinary quarks and
leptons carry PQ charges, the archetype being the DFSZ model [18]. All of these models
contain at least one electroweak singlet scalar that acquires a vacuum expectation value
and thereby breaks the PQ symmetry. The KSVZ and DFSZ models are frequently
used as benchmark examples, but other models exist where both heavy quarks and
Higgs doublets carry PQ charges. In supersymmetric models, the axion is part of a
supermultiplet and thus inevitably accompanied by a spin-0 saxion and a spin-1 axino,
which both also have couplings suppressed by fA, and are expected to have large masses
due to supersymmetry breaking [19].

111.2.2. Model-dependent axion couplings :

Although the generic axion interactions scale approximately with fπ/fA from the
corresponding π0 couplings, there are non-negligible model-dependent factors and
uncertainties. The axion’s two-photon interaction plays a key role for many searches,

LAγγ = −
GAγγ

4
FµνF̃µνφA = GAγγE ·BφA , (111.4)

where F is the electromagnetic field-strength tensor and F̃µν ≡ ϵµνλρFλρ/2, with

ε0123 = 1, its dual. The coupling constant is [11]

GAγγ =
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where E and N are the electromagnetic and color anomalies of the axial current associated
with the axion. In grand unified models, and notably for DFSZ [18], E/N = 8/3, whereas
for KSVZ [17] E/N = 0 if the electric charge of the new heavy quark is taken to vanish.
In general, a broad range of E/N values is possible [20], as indicated by the yellow band
in Figure 111.1. The two-photon decay width is

ΓA→γγ =
G2

Aγγm3
A

64 π
= 1.1 × 10−24 s−1

#mA

eV

$5
. (111.6)

The second expression uses Eq. (1.5) with E/N = 0. Axions decay faster than the age of
the universe if mA >∼ 20 eV.

The interaction with fermions f has derivative form and is invariant under a shift
φA → φA + φ0 as behooves a NG boson,

LAff =
Cf

2fA
Ψ̄fγµγ5Ψf∂µφA . (111.7)

Here, Ψf is the fermion field, mf its mass, and Cf a model-dependent coefficient.
The dimensionless combination gAff ≡ Cfmf/fA plays the role of a Yukawa coupling

and αAff ≡ g2
Aff/4π of a “fine-structure constant.” The often-used pseudoscalar form

LAff = −i (Cfmf/fA) Ψ̄fγ5ΨfφA need not be equivalent to the appropriate derivative
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Figure 111.1: Exclusion plot for axion-like particles as described in the text.

structure, for example when two NG bosons are attached to one fermion line as in axion
emission by nucleon bremsstrahlung [21].

In the DFSZ model [18], the tree-level coupling coefficient to electrons is [22]

Ce =
sin2 β

3
, (111.8)

where tan β = vu/vd is the ratio of the vacuum expectation value vu of the Higgs field Hu
giving masses to the up-type quarks and the vacuum expectation value vd of the Higgs
field Hd giving masses to the down-type quarks.

For nucleons, Cn,p have recently been determined as [11]

Cp = −0.47(3) + 0.88(3)Cu − 0.39(2)Cad − 0.038(5)Cs

− 0.012(5)Cc − 0.009(2)Cb − 0.0035(4)Ct ,

Cn = −0.02(3) + 0.88(3)Cd − 0.39(2)Cu − 0.038(5)Cs

− 0.012(5)Cc − 0.009(2)Cb − 0.0035(4)Ct ,

(111.9)

in terms of the corresponding model-dependent quark couplings Cq, q = u, d, s, c, b, t.
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Figure 6. Future femtolensing sensitivity to primordial black holes compared to other probes. In
particular, we compare our projected limits (blue dashed contours) to limits based on extragalactic
background photons (EG�) from PBH evaporation [13], from the non-destruction of white dwarfs
(WD) [18], from microlensing searches by Subaru HSC [4], Kepler [57], MACHO [1], EROS [2], and
OGLE [3], from the dynamics of ultra-faint dwarf galaxies [58], and from CMB distortions due to
accretion onto PBHs [59]. (Stronger CMB limits are obtained if more aggressive assumptions on
accretion by PBHs are adopted [60].) The Subaru HSC limits are cut off at M ⇠ 10

�11M� because
below that mass, the geometric optics approximation employed in ref. [4] is not valid. We also do
not include neutron star limits [15] because of their dependence on controversial assumptions about
the DM density in globular clusters. We have taken the limits shown here from the compilation in
ref. [36]. In computing our projected limits, we have assumed the redshift of all GRBs in the sample
to be zS = 1, we have used the BAND model for the GRB spectrum, and we have assumed a 5%
systematic uncertainty, uncorrelated between energy bins.

is not true that photons travel from the source to the detector along one of just two discrete
paths. In fact, when the time delay becomes comparable to the inverse photon frequency
(which for point-like lenses is equivalent to the photon wave length becoming comparable
to the Schwarzschild radius of the lens), wave optics effects become non-negligible. It is
then necessary to integrate the photon amplitude over the whole lens plane. This leads to
O(1) corrections to the interference pattern at the lower end of the photon energy spectrum.
Second, while the approximation of a point-like lens works for primordial black holes, it is
not satisfied for ultra-compact mini-halos, and even less so for NFW-like structures. We
have therefore computed femtolensing effects for generic power-law density profiles, and have
explicitly shown numerical results for the self-similar infall profile with ⇢(r) / r�9/4.

The most important correction in femtolensing of GRBs is coming from the non-negligible
size a

S

of the GRB source itself. In fact, we have argued that a GRB could only be treated
as point-like for the purpose of femtolensing if the photon emission region was smaller than
a
S

⇠ 10

8 cm. And while estimates for the size of the emission region can vary by a few

– 18 –

E.g.: Primordial Black Holes as DM 

The only DM candidate within the SM of particle physics (but definitely not in 
terms of elementary particles in the dilute limit). Primordial spectrum after 
inflation which needs to be very much boosted compared to the spectrum on 
large scales, but that you can fit into the desired mass range. Revival after LIGO  
detection of merging binary BH systems. 
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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TABLE I. Estimated 90% upper limits on the merger rate of
equal-mass binary black holes from the LIGO O1 run. The
limits for M/M� = 10, 20 and 40 are inferred from Refs. [75,
76], and those for M/M� = 100, 200 and 300 are taken from
Ref. [74] for non-spinning black holes.

V. POTENTIAL LIMITS FROM EXISTING
LIGO OBSERVATIONS

We now estimate upper limits on the volumetric
merger rate of binary black holes set by LIGO O1, and
how such limits would translate on the PBH abundance
provided the merger rate is that computed in Section II.

In Ref. [74], the LIGO collaboration provides 90% up-
per limits to the merger rate of intermediate-mass black
holes, with individual masses up to 300 M�. These limits
depend on the spins of the black holes, in particular on
their projection along the orbital angular momentum: in
the case of 100� 100 M� binary, the upper bound varies
by a factor ⇠ 4 between the nearly aligned and nearly
anti-aligned cases. Since Ref. [74] does not provide up-
per limits for non-zero spins for M/M� = 200 and 300,
we shall use their zero-spin bounds for all cases, keeping
in mind that they are only accurate up to a factor of a
few.

For M = 10, 20, 40 M�, we estimate the 90 % upper
limit on the merger rate from R

90%

= � ln(0.1)/hV T i
[74], where hV T i is the average space-time volume to
which the LIGO search is sensitive, and is obtained from
integrating Fig. 7 of Ref. [75]. We anticipate that LIGO
also strongly constrains masses M  10 M�, and defer
this detailed analysis to the LIGO collaboration, updat-
ing that carried out in Ref. [40] with the S2 run. We
summarize our estimated limits in Table I.

We show these limits in Fig. 6, alongside the PBH bi-
nary merger rate if they make all of the dark matter, and
if PBH binaries are not significantly perturbed between
formation and merger. We see that the latter largely

exceeds the estimated upper limits, by 3 to 4 orders of
magnitude, depending on the mass. This indicates that
LIGO could rule out PBHs as the dominant dark mat-
ter component, and set stringent upper limits to their
abundance.

To estimate these potential limits, we solve for the
maximum PBH fraction for which the merger rate is be-
low the LIGO upper limits. Note, that the merger rate is
not linear in f , nor a simple power law through all range
of f , so these limits must be computed numerically. We
show the result in Fig. 7, alongside other existing bounds
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FIG. 6. Merger rate of PBH binaries if they make up all of
the dark matter, and provided PBH binaries are not signifi-
cantly perturbed between formation and merger (solid line).
Superimposed are the upper limits from LIGO given in Table
I and described in the main text.
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FIG. 7. Potential upper bounds on the fraction of dark matter
in PBHs as a function of their mass, derived in this paper (red
arrows), and assuming a narrow PBH mass function. These
bounds need to be confirmed by numerical simulations. For
comparison we also show the microlensing limits from the
EROS [21] (purple) and MACHO [20] (blue) collaborations
(see Ref. [77] for caveats and Ref. [32] for a discussion of
uncertainties), limits from wide Galactic binaries [22], ultra-
faint dwarf galaxies [25], and CMB anisotropies [24].

in that mass range. We see that LIGO O1 may limit
PBHs to be no more than a percent of the dark mat-
ter for M ⇠ 10 � 300 M�. If confirmed with numerical
computations, these would become the strongest existing
bounds in that mass range.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

NSTT [39] pointed out long ago that PBHs would
form binaries in the early Universe, as a consequence of
the chance proximity of PBH pairs, and estimated their
merger rate at the present time. Following the first de-
tection of a binary-black-hole merger [5], Sasaki et al. [9]

E.g.: Primordial Black Holes as DM 

The only DM candidate within the SM of particle physics (but definitely not in 
terms of elementary particles in the dilute limit). Primordial spectrum after 
inflation which needs to be very much boosted compared to the spectrum on 
large scales, but that you can fit into the desired mass range. Revival after LIGO  
detection of merging binary BH systems. 
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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Figure 1 | Dark matter candidates indicating the interdependence of the
interaction cross-section and particle mass97. The candidate most
generically within reach of indirect detection belongs to the concept of
weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs), predicted by a variety of
theories, most notably supersymmetry—that is, the neutralino. KK stands
for Kaluza–Klein, LTP refers to lightest t(ime-parity)-odd particle and CDM
is cold dark matter. Figure reproduced from ref. 97.

that range between factors of a few to orders of magnitude, depen-
dent on what target is chosen. For decaying dark matter, the
respective cross-section enters linearly, with the corresponding
integral being sometimes referred to as the ‘D-factor’.

These uncertainties per se do not impact on the credibility of any
discovery. However, an additional challenge for indirect detection
is the fact that astrophysical sources, especially in the usual regime
of limited statistics, can mimic sources of dark matter annihilation.
Whereas direct detection also su�ers from (comparably smaller)
astrophysical uncertainties,mainly in the darkmatter velocity distri-
bution and local dark matter density, direct detection appears to be
themost straightforwardmethod for discovery, leaving the credibil-
ity subject only to the ambiguity in controlling the experimental set-
ups and instrumental backgrounds. Particle collider searches can
discover dark matter candidates, and once the connection is made
between these candidates and cosmological dark matter, they have
the chance to elucidate the properties of dark matter. However, once
again, owing to the uncertain nature of the potential interaction
channels, collider searches might still fail even if the mass range
would su�ce. Finally, indirect dark matter search techniques can
benefit from serendipity. Discoveries in the high-energy universe
have the potential to reveal places with extremely promising char-
acteristics for dark matter studies, and the indication of anomalies,
interpreted as potential dark matter signatures, may arise as the by-
product of studying other astrophysical phenomena. The history
of discoveries in astronomy, cosmology and astroparticle physics
testifies that serendipity, while unable to deploy into an active search
method, did bring substantial insights.

How to search for dark matter using indirect methods?
There are a variety of anticipated experimental signatures of particle
dark matter that leave imprints in the observable energy spectra
and/or spatial distribution of gamma-ray photons or charged cosmic

rays. Statistical techniques to exploit such signatures—foremost
the multi-dimensional profile likelihood and template-fitting signal
decomposition—have had significant impact on the progress of
indirect detection.

A principal challenge for indirect detection methods is the issue
of source confusion and poorly determined backgrounds. It is well
known that, both for the gamma ray and the charged cosmic-
ray channel, pulsars provide spectral signatures that are in most
practical cases indistinguishable from dark matter. So far the only
known smoking-gun signal indirect detection can provide is there-
fore based on the unique spectral features, the most spectacular
being a spectral line originating from the annihilation of darkmatter
particles with each other, resulting in either two photons or a boson
and a photon (or both, for multiple lines)3,4. Generically, such pro-
cesses are suppressed, as they are almost exclusively possible via loop
processes, but di�erent mechanisms can lead to enhancements5.
Distinctive spectral features not only provide a smoking-gun signal,
but they also allow the experimentalist to choose a data-driven
method for inferring the background, as control regions are easily
defined in this case.

There are celestial regions where dark matter searches appear
more promising. As detailed below, this relates to the anticipation
of the successful distinction between dark-matter-related emission
signatures and the omnipresent astrophysical backgrounds. When
exploring over-densities in gravitationally boundmatter, the regular
morphology of dark-matter-related signals turns out to be a power-
ful discriminator against usually unevenly structured astrophysical
emissions. N -body simulations of the cosmic structure allow for
the prediction of spatial mass density profiles, with the common
features among them being smooth and regular density gradients
away from a central mass or mass assembly, parametrized as the
Navarro–Frenk–White, Einasto, Moore, or Burkert dark-matter-
halo density distributions6–9.

An indirect method seeking for evidence for dark matter ann-
ihilation on cosmological scales10 measures the cross-correlation
between astronomical object catalogues11–13 or gravitational distor-
tion in the weak lensing regime14,15 and the extragalactic gamma-
ray background. Whereas a positive correlation is the principal
evidence for the cosmological origin of the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, cross-correlation signals originating from dark matter
annihilation are anticipated to be di�erent from those of astrophys-
ical foregrounds. The intensity, spectrum, and spatial distribution
of resolved and unresolved gamma-ray sources, as well as large-
scale galactic emission16,17, leave imprints on di�erent angular scales
than those of annihilating dark matter particles. The degeneracy
between di�erent scenarios and contributions is anticipated to be
reduced when the angular cross-correlation is investigated by con-
sidering a multitude of astronomical object catalogues, and in dif-
ferent energy windows. Another way to investigate the extragalactic
gamma-ray background for dark-matter-induced angular features
(anisotropies) on the cosmological scale emerged by considering the
auto-correlation angular power spectrum18–20. The predicted shape
of the angular power spectrumof gamma rays originating fromdark
matter annihilation deviates from that caused by other astrophysical
sources where intensity and density scale linearly. Guaranteed con-
tributions from unresolved sources to the extragalactic gamma-ray
background, as well as astrophysical foregrounds leaving imprints in
the angular power spectrum, render the interpretation of the results
from this method strongly conditional on the assumptions of the
analysis methodology.

Experimental techniques in cosmic-ray physics o�er su�ciently
precise measurements of the charge, charge-sign, momentum and
mass to identify individual cosmic-ray particles or nuclei over a
large energy range. This energy scale conveniently corresponds
to the mass range of WIMPs. Anomalies in cosmic-ray spectra,
or more precisely in the measurements of antiparticles such as
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In the mass range of 
interest for the LIGO 
detections, limits and 
projected sensitivities are 
strongly model-dependent. 
More investigations to 
understand whether this is 
a viable scenario.
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[Ali-Häımoud et al., arXiv:1709.06576]



5 RESULT OF A DIRECT DETECTION EXPERIMENT

the particle type in liquid noble gas scintillators. Detailed information on the various

detector technologies used in direct dark-mater searches is given in section 7.

5.2. Statistical treatment of data

In direct detection experiments, various statistical methods are used to derive

upper limits on the WIMP-nucleus cross-section as a function of the dark matter

mass or to claim a detection of dark matter. Over the last years, a number of

experiments have recorded events above the expected background and based on those,

signal contours in cross-section with nucleons versus dark-matter mass have been

derived [204][205][206][207]. Some of those results have been, later on, disfavoured

by the same authors based on new data from upgraded detectors. In this potential

’discovery’ situation, a correct application of statistical methods is essential to avoid a

misidentification of up- or downward fluctuations of the background. Common to all

experiments is not only that the expected signal consists of only a few events per year but

also an unavoidable presence of background (see section 4 for a throughly explanation).

Hence, a statistical analysis has to consider both, the Poisson distribution of the signal

events and a correct treatment of systematic uncertainties of the detector response. A

detailed description of methods can be found in [208].

For detectors featuring a separation between di↵erent types of particles

Figure 4. Schematic of possible signals that can be measured in direct detection
experiments depending on the technology in use.
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Direct detection
Elastic scatterings  on target nuclei of DM particles making the 
Milky Way halo. Possible signals and background rejections 
depending on the technology in use:

[Marrondán Undagoitia & 
Raunch, arXiv:1509.08767]
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Annual modulation signature
Modulation in the event rate due to the orbit of the Earth around the 
Sun: [Drukier, Freese & Spergel, 1986]

Sebastian Baum                                                            TeVPA, 2018-08-28                                                                          

Annual Modulation [Drukier,Freese&Spergel ‘86], [Freese,Lisanti&Savage 1209.3339]

5

[https://www.hep.shef.ac.uk/research/dm/intro.php]
[http://www.hep.shef.ac.uk/research/dm/intro.php]

Marco Selvi                               Review of direct Dark Matter searches                     Preparing for DM discovery, 12th June 2018, Göteborg

Signature: annual modulation

�17

30 km/s
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The relative speed of 
DM particles is larger 
in the summer, 
increasing the number 
of nuclear recolis 
above threshold.



The DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation result
Modulation in the event rate due to the orbit of the Earth around the 
Sun: [Drukier, Freese & Spergel, 1986]

Marco Selvi                               Review of direct Dark Matter searches                     Preparing for DM discovery, 12th June 2018, Göteborg

Signature: annual modulation

�17

30 km/s
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DAMA/LIBRA detects scintillation signals in NaI cristals; no nuclear/
electronic recoil discrimination but sensitivity to the modulation:

= 127.3/52 and 150.3/52, respectively. The P-values are P = 3.0 × 10−8 and P =
1.7 × 10−11, respectively. The residuals of the DAMA/NaI data (0.29 ton × yr) are
given in Ref. [2, 5, 14, 15], while those of DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 (1.04 ton × yr) in
Ref. [2, 3, 4, 5].

The former DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 and the new DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 residual
rates of the single-hit scintillation events are reported in Fig. 3. The energy interval
is from 2 keV, the software energy threshold of DAMA/LIBRA–phase1, up to 6 keV.
The null modulation hypothesis is rejected at very high C.L. by χ2 test: χ2/d.o.f. =
199.3/102, corresponding to P-value = 2.9 × 10−8.

2-6 keV

 Time (day)

R
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ls 
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pd
/k
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V
) DAMA/LIBRA-phase1 (1.04 ton×yr) DAMA/LIBRA-phase2 (1.13 ton×yr)

Figure 3: Experimental residual rate of the single-hit scintillation events measured by
DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 and DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 in the (2–6) keV energy intervals
as a function of the time. The superimposed curve is the cosinusoidal functional forms
A cosω(t − t0) with a period T = 2π

ω = 1 yr, a phase t0 = 152.5 day (June 2nd) and
modulation amplitude, A, equal to the central value obtained by best fit on the data
points of DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 and DAMA/LIBRA–phase2. For details see Fig. 2.

The single-hit residual rates of the DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 (Fig. 2) have been fit-
ted with the function: A cosω(t − t0), considering a period T = 2π

ω
= 1 yr and a

phase t0 = 152.5 day (June 2nd) as expected by the DM annual modulation signature;
this can be repeated for the only case of (2-6) keV energy interval also including the
former DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 data. The goodness of the fits is well
supported by the χ2 test; for example, χ2/d.o.f. = 61.3/51, 50.0/51, 113.8/138 are ob-
tained for the (1–3) keV and (1–6) keV cases of DAMA/LIBRA–phase2, and for the
(2–6) keV case of DAMA/NaI, DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 and DAMA/LIBRA–phase2,
respectively. The results of the best fits are summarized in Table 2. Table 2 also
shows the results of the fit obtained for DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 either including or not
DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA–phase1, when the period and the phase are kept free
in the fitting procedure. As reported in the table, the period and the phase are well
compatible with expectations for a DM annual modulation signal. In particular, the
phase is consistent with about June 2nd and is fully consistent with the value indepen-
dently determined by Maximum Likelihood analysis (see later). For completeness, we
recall that a slight energy dependence of the phase could be expected (see e.g. Refs.
[22, 23, 27, 28, 29, 30]), providing intriguing information on the nature of Dark Matter
candidate and related aspects.

7

2003-2010 2011-2017

[Bernabei et al., arXiv:1308.5109] [Bernabei et al., arXiv:1805.10486]

+ DAMA/NaI (1996-2002): after the last update from DAMA/LIBRA 
phase2, with lower energy threshold, 12.9 σ significance!



Modulation in the event rate due to the orbit of the Earth around the 
Sun: [Drukier, Freese & Spergel, 1986]

Marco Selvi                               Review of direct Dark Matter searches                     Preparing for DM discovery, 12th June 2018, Göteborg

Signature: annual modulation

�17

30 km/s
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[Bernabei et al., arXiv:1805.10486]

The usual procedure is to minimize the function yk = −2ln(Lk)−const for each energy
bin; the free parameters of the fit are the (bjk+S0) contributions and the Sm parameter.
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Figure 10: Modulation amplitudes, Sm, for DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 (exposure 1.13
ton×yr) from the energy threshold of 1 keV up to 20 keV (full triangles, blue data
points on-line) – and for DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 (exposure 1.33
ton×yr) [4] (open squares, red data points on-line). The energy bin ∆E is 0.5 keV.
The modulation amplitudes obtained in the two data sets are consistent in the (2–20)
keV: the χ2 is 32.7 for 36 d.o.f., and the corresponding P-value is 63%. In the (2–6)
keV energy region, where the signal is present, the χ2/d.o.f. is 10.7/8 (P-value = 22%).

In Fig. 10 the modulation amplitudes obtained considering the DAMA/LIBRA–
phase2 data are reported as full triangles (blue points on-line) from the energy thresh-
old of 1 keV up to 20 keV. Superimposed to the picture as open squared (red
on-line) data points are the modulation amplitudes of the former DAMA/NaI and
DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 [4]. The modulation amplitudes obtained in the two data sets
are consistent in the (2–20) keV, since the χ2 is 32.7 for 36 d.o.f. corresponding to P-
value = 63%. In the (2–6) keV energy region, where the signal is present, the χ2/d.o.f.
is 10.7/8 (P-value = 22%).

As shown in Fig. 10 positive signal is present below 6 keV also in the case of
DAMA/LIBRA–phase2. Above 6 keV the Sm values are compatible with zero; ac-
tually, they have random fluctuations around zero, since the χ2 in the (6–20) keV
energy interval for the DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 data is equal to 29.8 for 28 d.o.f. (up-
per tail probability of 37%). Similar considerations have been done for DAMA/NaI
and DAMA/LIBRA–phase1 where the χ2 in the (6–20) keV energy interval is 35.8 for
28 d.o.f. (upper tail probability of 15%) [4].

The modulation amplitudes for the whole data sets: DAMA/NaI, DAMA/LIBRA–
phase1 and DAMA/LIBRA–phase2 (total exposure 2.46 ton×yr) plotted in Fig. 11;
the data below 2 keV refer only to the DAMA/LIBRA-phase2 exposure (1.13 ton×yr).
It can be inferred that positive signal is present in the (1–6) keV energy interval, while
Sm values compatible with zero are present just above. All this confirms the previous
analyses. In Table 4 the values of the modulation amplitudes of the (1–12) keV energy
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Red: DAMA/NaI+  
DAMA/LIBRA phase1

Blue: DAMA/LIBRA phase2

WIMP interpretations (Spin Independent, Spin Dependent, Isospin-
Violating, …) in very sharp tension with results from other targets!

The DAMA/LIBRA annual modulation result

DAMA/LIBRA detects scintillation signals in NaI cristals; no nuclear/
electronic recoil discrimination but sensitivity to the modulation:



Annual modulation in liquid Xe detectors
A model dependence is introduced - some extent - when comparing 
different targets. Model independent checks desirable:

21

Annual modulation in liquid xenon detectors
Exclusion of the leptophilic interpretation of this signal:→ 3� by the XMASS result, Phys. Rev. D 97, 102006 (2018), arXiv:1801.10096→ 5.7� by XENON100 4 y study, PRL 118, 101101 (2017) & arXiv:1701.00769→ 9.2� by the recent LUX result, arXiv:1807.07113 (2018)

Evaluated 90% LUX contours for the modulation parameters in the signal region
Figure from arXiv:1807.07113

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 27 / 27

- 3 σ by XMASS,    
[arXiv:1801.10096] 

- 5.7 σ by XENON100,            
[arXiv:1701.00769] 

- 9.2 σ by LUX,              
[arXiv:1807.07113]

Electron recoils expected for leptophilic models; test annual 
modulation for this case with liquid Xe detectors:

interpretation excluded at: 



Testing DAMA/LIBRA with other NaI detectors

22

Several NaI experiments are currently running, under construction 
or in R&D phase:
• COSINE-100 (@Yangyang, in physics 

run since September 2016) [arXiv:
1710.05299] 

• ANAIS-112 (@Canfranc, taking data 
since August 2017, 3 σ significance on 
modulation in 5 years) [arXiv:1704.06861] 

• SABRE-5 (@LNGS, proof of principle 
2018) + SABRE-50 (@SUPL, Australia, 
scheduled 2019) [arXiv:1806.09340] 

• PICO-LON (@kamioka) [arXiv:1512.046445] 
• COSINUS (@LNGS) [arXiv:1603.02214] 
• DAMA/LIBRA phase 3 (@LNGS, R&D 

for 1 ton) 
Jay Hyun Jo

Physics Analysis: WIMP Analysis

�15

• Spectrum with known sources of 
backgrounds


• Excludes DAMA/LIBRA-phase1 w/ NaI(Tl)  
(as spin-independent WIMP with Standard 
Halo Model)


• Consistent with null results from other 
direct detect experiments with different 
target medium
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COSINE-100 observed limit (90% C.L., 2018)
Exposure: 6303.9 kg day

Preliminary

<standard halo> 
     v0 = 220 km/s, 

ρDM = 0.3 GeV/cm3, 


vesc = 650 km/s

fp/fn=1

Quenching factor 
Q(Na)=0.3, Q(I)=0.09

preliminary result of 
COSINE-100 presented @ 
IDM2018, based on count rate

5-yr of data for testing annual 
modulation

A model dependence is introduced - some extent - when comparing 
different targets. Model independent checks desirable:



Latest liquid xenon results

LUX, figure from Junsong Lin’s talk @ iDM2018 XENON1T, arXiv:1805.12562

Best upper limits on WIMP nucleon coupling for WIMP masses above
6 GeV/c2 by XENON1T

Migdal effect: additional signal from shell e−’s of the recoiling nucleus
See also arXiv:1707.07258 & arXiv:1711.09906 for more information

Recent results from LUX show great sensitivity to low WIMP masses
using the Migdal effect

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 20 / 27

The run with noble gasses towards the ν floor
With noble gasses you can scale to large masses, keeping 3D 
reconstruction. Single phase detectors using pulse shape 
discrimination: first results from DEAP (LAr @SNOLAB, [arXiv:
1707.08042]) and new result from XMASS (LXe @ Kamioka [arXiv:
1808.06177]). Two phase TPCs have taken the lead in the latest 
years:

23

• LUX (33.5 tonxday exposure, latest 
results 2016, decommisioned)  
[PRL 118, 021303 (2017)] 

• PANDAX-II (54 tonxday exposure, 
latest results 2017, running)       
[PRL 119, 181302 (2017)] 

• XENON1T (365 tonxday exposure, 
latest results 2018, running)     
[arXiv:1805.12562]

the next steps: LZ, PANDAX-4T and 
XENONnT (+ LAr DarkSide), in 
commissioning in 2019-2020 



The light mass window (1-10 GeV) …
In general cryogenic bolometers 
tend to be more sensitive: Latest 
results from CDMSLite [arXiv:
1707.01] 
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by Er,nr. The calibration to keVnr is performed by com-
paring Eq. 7, assuming the detector sees the full Vb bias,
for an ER and NR with the same Et, and solving for
Er,nr,

Er,nr = Er,ee

✓
1 + eVb/"�

1 + Y (Er,nr)eVb/"�

◆
, (8)

where Y (Er,nr) is the yield as a function of nuclear-recoil
energy, for which a model is needed. The model used is
that of Lindhard [25]

Y (Er,nr) =
k · g(")

1 + k · g(") , (9)

where g(") = 3"0.15 + 0.7"0.6 + ", " =
11.5Er,nr(keVnr)Z�7/3, and Z is the atomic num-
ber of the material. For germanium, k = 0.157. The
Lindhard model has been shown to roughly agree with
measurements in germanium down to ⇠250 eVnr [26, 27],
although measurements in this energy range are di�cult,
and relatively few exist [28–30]. The SuperCDMS
Collaboration has a campaign planned to directly
measure the nuclear-recoil energy scale for germanium
(and silicon) down to very low energies, since this will
be required for the upcoming SuperCDMS SNOLAB
experiment.

B. Data Sets and Previous Results

A single detector was operated in CDMSlite mode dur-
ing two operational periods, Run 1 in 2012 and Run 2 in
2014.2 The initial analyses of these data sets, published
in Refs. [11, 12], respectively, applied various selection
criteria (cuts) to the data sets and used the remain-
ing events to compute upper limits on the SI WIMP-
nucleon interaction. These limits were computed using
the optimum interval method [31], the nuclear form fac-
tor of Helm [9, 32], and assuming that the SI interac-
tion is isoscalar. Under this last assumption, the WIMP-
nucleon cross section �

SI
N

is related to �

SI
0 in Eq. 1 as

�

SI
0 = (Aµ

T

/µ

N

)2 �SI
N

, where µ

N

is the reduced mass of
the WIMP-nucleon system.

CDMSlite Run 1 was a proof of principle and the first
time WIMP-search data were taken in CDMSlite mode.
For Run 1, the detector was operated at a nominal bias
of �69 V and an analysis threshold of 170 eVee was
achieved. In an exposure of just 6.25 kg d (9.56 kg d raw),
the experiment reached the SI sensitivity shown in Fig. 3
(labeled “Run 1”), which was world leading for WIMPs
lighter than 6 GeV/c2 at the time of publication [11].

2 Only a single detector was operated for each run due to limita-
tions of the Soudan electronics and to preserve the live time for
the standard iZIP data taken concurrently.
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Figure 3. Spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section 90%
upper limits from CDMSlite Run 1 (red dotted curve with
red uncertainty band) [11] and Run 2 (black solid curve with
orange uncertainty band) [12] compared to the other (more
recent) most sensitive results in this mass region: CRESST-
II (magenta dashed curve) [33], which is more sensitive than
CDMSlite Run 2 for m

WIMP

. 1.7 GeV/c2, and PandaX-II
(green dot-dashed curve) [34], which is more sensitive than
CDMSlite Run 2 for m

WIMP

& 4 GeV/c2. The Run 1 un-
certainty band gives the conservative bounding values due to
the systematic uncertainty in the nuclear-recoil energy scale.
The Run 2 band additionally accounts for the uncertainty on
the analysis e�ciency and gives the 95% uncertainty on the
limit.

The total e�ciency and spectrum from Run 1 are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. In addition to the
71Ge-activation peaks, the K-shell activation peak from
65Zn is visible in the Run 1 spectrum at 8.89 keVee [24].
The 65Zn was created by cosmic-ray interactions, with
production ceasing once the detector was brought under-
ground in 2011, and decayed with a half-life of ⌧1/2 ⇡
244 d [35]. The analysis threshold was set at 170 eVee to
maximize dark matter sensitivity while avoiding noise at
low energies (see Sec. III C). To compute upper limits, the
conversion from keVee to keVnr was performed using the
standard Lindhard-model k value (Eq. 9) of 0.157. Limits
were also computed using k = 0.1 and 0.2, chosen to rep-
resent the spread of experimental measurements [26–30],
to bound the systematic due to the energy-scale conver-
sion. As shown in Fig. 3, this uncertainty has a large
e↵ect at the lowest WIMP masses.
In Run 2, the detector was operated with a bias of

�70 V, the analysis threshold was further reduced be-
cause of improved noise rejection, and a novel fiducial-
volume criterion was introduced to reduce backgrounds.
The total e�ciency and spectrum from this run are com-
pared to those of the first run in Figs. 4 and 5. Because
of the lower analysis threshold, decreased background,
and a larger exposure of 70.10 kg d (80.25 kg d raw), the
experiment yielded even better sensitivity to the SI in-
teraction than Run 1 [12], as shown in Fig. 3 (labeled
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by Er,nr. The calibration to keVnr is performed by com-
paring Eq. 7, assuming the detector sees the full Vb bias,
for an ER and NR with the same Et, and solving for
Er,nr,

Er,nr = Er,ee
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where Y (Er,nr) is the yield as a function of nuclear-recoil
energy, for which a model is needed. The model used is
that of Lindhard [25]

Y (Er,nr) =
k · g(")

1 + k · g(") , (9)

where g(") = 3"0.15 + 0.7"0.6 + ", " =
11.5Er,nr(keVnr)Z�7/3, and Z is the atomic num-
ber of the material. For germanium, k = 0.157. The
Lindhard model has been shown to roughly agree with
measurements in germanium down to ⇠250 eVnr [26, 27],
although measurements in this energy range are di�cult,
and relatively few exist [28–30]. The SuperCDMS
Collaboration has a campaign planned to directly
measure the nuclear-recoil energy scale for germanium
(and silicon) down to very low energies, since this will
be required for the upcoming SuperCDMS SNOLAB
experiment.

B. Data Sets and Previous Results

A single detector was operated in CDMSlite mode dur-
ing two operational periods, Run 1 in 2012 and Run 2 in
2014.2 The initial analyses of these data sets, published
in Refs. [11, 12], respectively, applied various selection
criteria (cuts) to the data sets and used the remain-
ing events to compute upper limits on the SI WIMP-
nucleon interaction. These limits were computed using
the optimum interval method [31], the nuclear form fac-
tor of Helm [9, 32], and assuming that the SI interac-
tion is isoscalar. Under this last assumption, the WIMP-
nucleon cross section �
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N

is related to �
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0 in Eq. 1 as
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, where µ
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is the reduced mass of
the WIMP-nucleon system.

CDMSlite Run 1 was a proof of principle and the first
time WIMP-search data were taken in CDMSlite mode.
For Run 1, the detector was operated at a nominal bias
of �69 V and an analysis threshold of 170 eVee was
achieved. In an exposure of just 6.25 kg d (9.56 kg d raw),
the experiment reached the SI sensitivity shown in Fig. 3
(labeled “Run 1”), which was world leading for WIMPs
lighter than 6 GeV/c2 at the time of publication [11].

2 Only a single detector was operated for each run due to limita-
tions of the Soudan electronics and to preserve the live time for
the standard iZIP data taken concurrently.
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Figure 3. Spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section 90%
upper limits from CDMSlite Run 1 (red dotted curve with
red uncertainty band) [11] and Run 2 (black solid curve with
orange uncertainty band) [12] compared to the other (more
recent) most sensitive results in this mass region: CRESST-
II (magenta dashed curve) [33], which is more sensitive than
CDMSlite Run 2 for m

WIMP

. 1.7 GeV/c2, and PandaX-II
(green dot-dashed curve) [34], which is more sensitive than
CDMSlite Run 2 for m

WIMP

& 4 GeV/c2. The Run 1 un-
certainty band gives the conservative bounding values due to
the systematic uncertainty in the nuclear-recoil energy scale.
The Run 2 band additionally accounts for the uncertainty on
the analysis e�ciency and gives the 95% uncertainty on the
limit.

The total e�ciency and spectrum from Run 1 are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. In addition to the
71Ge-activation peaks, the K-shell activation peak from
65Zn is visible in the Run 1 spectrum at 8.89 keVee [24].
The 65Zn was created by cosmic-ray interactions, with
production ceasing once the detector was brought under-
ground in 2011, and decayed with a half-life of ⌧1/2 ⇡
244 d [35]. The analysis threshold was set at 170 eVee to
maximize dark matter sensitivity while avoiding noise at
low energies (see Sec. III C). To compute upper limits, the
conversion from keVee to keVnr was performed using the
standard Lindhard-model k value (Eq. 9) of 0.157. Limits
were also computed using k = 0.1 and 0.2, chosen to rep-
resent the spread of experimental measurements [26–30],
to bound the systematic due to the energy-scale conver-
sion. As shown in Fig. 3, this uncertainty has a large
e↵ect at the lowest WIMP masses.
In Run 2, the detector was operated with a bias of

�70 V, the analysis threshold was further reduced be-
cause of improved noise rejection, and a novel fiducial-
volume criterion was introduced to reduce backgrounds.
The total e�ciency and spectrum from this run are com-
pared to those of the first run in Figs. 4 and 5. Because
of the lower analysis threshold, decreased background,
and a larger exposure of 70.10 kg d (80.25 kg d raw), the
experiment yielded even better sensitivity to the SI in-
teraction than Run 1 [12], as shown in Fig. 3 (labeled
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Low-mass (1-10 GeV) dark matter: low-threshold counting
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battle between low-threshold and low-background

CDEX-10 at CJPL 
• 10kg Ge detector in liquid nitrogen

• 102.8 kg-days exposure

• analysis threshold: 160 eVee

• residual bkg rate: ~2.5 evt/keVee/kg/day

• improved SI & SD-n limits at 5 GeV/c2

CDEX, arXiv:1802.09016
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CoGeNT, CDEX: Ge Point Contact detector, low capacitance
                and CDEX-10 [arXiv:
1802.09016]



The light mass window (1-10 GeV) …
In general cryogenic bolometers 
tend to be more sensitive: Latest 
results from CDMSLite [arXiv:
1707.01] 
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by Er,nr. The calibration to keVnr is performed by com-
paring Eq. 7, assuming the detector sees the full Vb bias,
for an ER and NR with the same Et, and solving for
Er,nr,

Er,nr = Er,ee

✓
1 + eVb/"�

1 + Y (Er,nr)eVb/"�

◆
, (8)

where Y (Er,nr) is the yield as a function of nuclear-recoil
energy, for which a model is needed. The model used is
that of Lindhard [25]

Y (Er,nr) =
k · g(")

1 + k · g(") , (9)

where g(") = 3"0.15 + 0.7"0.6 + ", " =
11.5Er,nr(keVnr)Z�7/3, and Z is the atomic num-
ber of the material. For germanium, k = 0.157. The
Lindhard model has been shown to roughly agree with
measurements in germanium down to ⇠250 eVnr [26, 27],
although measurements in this energy range are di�cult,
and relatively few exist [28–30]. The SuperCDMS
Collaboration has a campaign planned to directly
measure the nuclear-recoil energy scale for germanium
(and silicon) down to very low energies, since this will
be required for the upcoming SuperCDMS SNOLAB
experiment.

B. Data Sets and Previous Results

A single detector was operated in CDMSlite mode dur-
ing two operational periods, Run 1 in 2012 and Run 2 in
2014.2 The initial analyses of these data sets, published
in Refs. [11, 12], respectively, applied various selection
criteria (cuts) to the data sets and used the remain-
ing events to compute upper limits on the SI WIMP-
nucleon interaction. These limits were computed using
the optimum interval method [31], the nuclear form fac-
tor of Helm [9, 32], and assuming that the SI interac-
tion is isoscalar. Under this last assumption, the WIMP-
nucleon cross section �

SI
N

is related to �

SI
0 in Eq. 1 as

�

SI
0 = (Aµ

T

/µ

N

)2 �SI
N

, where µ

N

is the reduced mass of
the WIMP-nucleon system.

CDMSlite Run 1 was a proof of principle and the first
time WIMP-search data were taken in CDMSlite mode.
For Run 1, the detector was operated at a nominal bias
of �69 V and an analysis threshold of 170 eVee was
achieved. In an exposure of just 6.25 kg d (9.56 kg d raw),
the experiment reached the SI sensitivity shown in Fig. 3
(labeled “Run 1”), which was world leading for WIMPs
lighter than 6 GeV/c2 at the time of publication [11].

2 Only a single detector was operated for each run due to limita-
tions of the Soudan electronics and to preserve the live time for
the standard iZIP data taken concurrently.
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upper limits from CDMSlite Run 1 (red dotted curve with
red uncertainty band) [11] and Run 2 (black solid curve with
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the systematic uncertainty in the nuclear-recoil energy scale.
The Run 2 band additionally accounts for the uncertainty on
the analysis e�ciency and gives the 95% uncertainty on the
limit.

The total e�ciency and spectrum from Run 1 are
shown in Figs. 4 and 5 respectively. In addition to the
71Ge-activation peaks, the K-shell activation peak from
65Zn is visible in the Run 1 spectrum at 8.89 keVee [24].
The 65Zn was created by cosmic-ray interactions, with
production ceasing once the detector was brought under-
ground in 2011, and decayed with a half-life of ⌧1/2 ⇡
244 d [35]. The analysis threshold was set at 170 eVee to
maximize dark matter sensitivity while avoiding noise at
low energies (see Sec. III C). To compute upper limits, the
conversion from keVee to keVnr was performed using the
standard Lindhard-model k value (Eq. 9) of 0.157. Limits
were also computed using k = 0.1 and 0.2, chosen to rep-
resent the spread of experimental measurements [26–30],
to bound the systematic due to the energy-scale conver-
sion. As shown in Fig. 3, this uncertainty has a large
e↵ect at the lowest WIMP masses.
In Run 2, the detector was operated with a bias of

�70 V, the analysis threshold was further reduced be-
cause of improved noise rejection, and a novel fiducial-
volume criterion was introduced to reduce backgrounds.
The total e�ciency and spectrum from this run are com-
pared to those of the first run in Figs. 4 and 5. Because
of the lower analysis threshold, decreased background,
and a larger exposure of 70.10 kg d (80.25 kg d raw), the
experiment yielded even better sensitivity to the SI in-
teraction than Run 1 [12], as shown in Fig. 3 (labeled
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Low-mass (1-10 GeV) dark matter: liquid argon

�59

big improvement with S2-only search in DarkSide-50

DarkSide-50 S2-only search 
• no ER/NR discrimination

• low threshold: ~100 eVee

• bkg: ~1.5 event/keVee/kg/d at 0.5 keVee

• spectrum consistent with known background

• Liquid argon now gives the best limits for 

low-mass DM between 2-5 GeV/c2 

DarkSide-50, arXiv:1802.06994

… but a big improvement has 
been obtained with noble gas 
TPCs, using S2 only: Latest 
results from DarkSide-50 [arXiv:
1802.06994] 



… sub-GeV for DM-nuclei 
interactions: Latest results from 
CRESST-III [talk @ IDM2018 + 
arXiv:1711.07692] 

… and going to even lighter masses

Results from cryogenic bolometers

Figure from the CRESST collaboration

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 12 / 27
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… sub-GeV for DM-nuclei 
interactions: Latest results from 
CRESST-III [talk @ IDM2018 + 
arXiv:1711.07692] 

… and going to even lighter masses

Results from cryogenic bolometers

Figure from the CRESST collaboration

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 12 / 27

Latest liquid xenon results

LUX, figure from Junsong Lin’s talk @ iDM2018 XENON1T, arXiv:1805.12562

Best upper limits on WIMP nucleon coupling for WIMP masses above
6 GeV/c2 by XENON1T

Migdal effect: additional signal from shell e−’s of the recoiling nucleus
See also arXiv:1707.07258 & arXiv:1711.09906 for more information

Recent results from LUX show great sensitivity to low WIMP masses
using the Migdal effect

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 20 / 27
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[talk @ IDM2018]
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                               and LUX 
[talk @ IDM2018]

… down to 1 MeV and below for 
DM-electron interactions: 
XENON10 & XENON100 limits and 
number of new proposals 
DAMIC, SENSEI, DANAE, using 
CCD technology:

Sub-GeV dark matter searches

DAMIC
PRL 118 (2017) 141803

SENSEI
PRL 121 (2018) 061803

DANAE
EPJC 77 (2017) 12, 905

Test of DM-electron scattering
down to 1 MeV DM mass

Silicon detector with Eth = 50 eVee

CCD technology being used

Figure from ’New Ideas in Dark Matter 2017’, arXiv:1707.04591

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 13 / 2725



The ν floor as ultimate goal for WIMP searches
Steady progresses towards an 
ultimate experiment DARWIN 
(40t LXe for an exposure 
target of 200+ tonxyear)  
[arXiv:1606.07001] : 

26

Summary of dark matter searches
Large improvement of sensitivity in direct detection

� LXe technology is most sensitive at WIMP masses above ∼ 5 GeV
� Below this mass cryogenic bolometers have best sensitivities
� Sub-MeV dark matter searches with solid state detectors

We hope for a dark matter discovery in various detectors and
ideally via different searches!

Figure updated from J. Phys. G43 (2016) 1, 013001

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 23 / 27

DARWIN: the ultimate WIMP detector

http://darwin-observatory.org/

50 t LXe total (40 t in the TPC)

Goal: measure WIMP properties
/ ultimate cross-section sensitivity

Neutrino physics channels available:
� Electronic recoils from solar ⌫
� Nuclear recoils from CNNS:

solar, DSNB and atm. ⌫’s

DARWIN, JCAP 1611 (2016) no.11, 017, arXiv:1606.07001

Teresa Marrodán Undagoitia (MPIK) DM direct detection TeVPA2018 22 / 27

Possibly a objective for various 
detectors and various techniques:
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Indirect DM detection at an unsettled stage
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A wide range of targets and wavelengths explored for contributions due to DM 
particle pair annihilations or decays. Some results are indeed compatible with a 
particle DM signal, e.g.:
• an excess at about a GeV in the γ-ray flux measured by Fermi Gamma-ray 

Space Telescope towards the Galactic center (first analyses in 2009);  
• the excess of positrons at high energy in the locally measured cosmic-ray flux 

(long-standing: PAMELA, Fermi, AMS-02);  
• a 3.5 keV line possibly identified by X-ray surveys on a number of DM 

dominated targets (since 2014; some DM dominated object did NOT show it);  
• a (very weak) excess at 10-20 GeV in CR antiproton flux measured by 

AMS-02 [Cuoco et al., 2017]; 
• a (again very weak) Fermi excess towards some ultra-faint MW dwarf 

satellites, newly discovered by DES [Fermi+DES, 2017].

Unfortunately, there are severe caveats in uniquely and unambiguously 
associating any of these to a definite particle physics scenario. E.g.:

[Bartels et al., 2018] & [Macias et al., 2018] find both that a boxy template to be 
associated to the Galactic bulge fits the GeV excess better than a spherically 
symmetric  DM template.



Indirect DM detection at an unsettled stage
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On the other hand in some channels upper limits have been pushed quite far. 
The tightest constraint by Fermi from the stacking analysis on MW dwarfs: 
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Figure 9. Upper limits (95% confidence level) on the DM annihilation cross section derived from a combined analysis of the nominal
target sample for the bb̄ (left) and ⌧+⌧� (right) channels. Bands for the expected sensitivity are calculated by repeating the same analysis
on 300 randomly selected sets of high-Galactic-latitude blank fields in the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected sensitivity
while the bands represent the 68% and 95% quantiles. Spectroscopically measured J-factors are used when available; otherwise, J-factors
are predicted photometrically with an uncertainty of 0.6 dex (solid red line). The solid black line shows the observed limit from the
combined analysis of 15 dSphs from Ackermann et al. (2015b). The closed contours and marker show the best-fit regions (at 2� confidence)
in cross-section and mass from several DM interpretations of the GCE: green contour (Gordon & Macias 2013), red contour (Daylan et al.
2016), orange data point (Abazajian et al. 2014), purple contour (Calore et al. 2015). The dashed gray curve corresponds to the thermal
relic cross section from Steigman et al. (2012).

sensitivity is a factor of ⇠ 1.5 for hard annihilation spec-
tra (e.g., the ⌧+⌧� channel) compared to the median
expected limits in Ackermann et al. (2015b). More pre-
cisely determined J-factors are expected to improve the
sensitivity by up to a factor of 2, motivating deeper spec-
troscopic observations both with current facilities and fu-
ture thirty-meter class telescopes (Bernstein et al. 2014;
Skidmore et al. 2015).

The limits derived from LAT data coincident with con-
firmed and candidate dSphs do not yet conclusively con-
firm or refute a DM interpretation of the GCE (Gor-
don & Macias 2013; Daylan et al. 2016; Abazajian et al.
2014; Calore et al. 2015). Relative to the combined anal-
ysis of Ackermann et al. (2015b), the limits derived here
are up to a factor of 2 more constraining at large DM
masses (mDM,bb̄ & 1 TeV and mDM,⌧+⌧� & 70 GeV)
and a factor of ⇠ 1.5 less constraining for lower DM
masses. The weaker limits obtained at low DM mass
can be attributed to low-significance excesses coincident
with some of the nearby and recently discovered stellar
systems, i.e., Reticulum II and Tucana III. While the
excesses associated with these targets are broadly con-
sistent with the DM spectrum and cross section fit to
the GCE, we refrain from a more extensive DM interpre-
tation due to the low significance of these excesses, the
uncertainties in the J-factors of these targets, and the
lack of any significant signal in the combined analysis.

Ongoing Fermi -LAT observations, more precise
J-factor determinations with deeper spectroscopy, and
searches for new dSphs in large optical surveys will each
contribute to the future sensitivity of DM searches using
Milky Way satellites (Charles et al. 2016). In particular,
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008)
is expected to find hundreds of new Milky Way satellite
galaxies (Tollerud et al. 2008; Hargis et al. 2014). Due to
the di�culty in acquiring spectroscopic observations and
the relative accessibility of �-ray observations, it seems
likely that �-ray analysis will precede J-factor determi-
nations in many cases. To facilitate updates to the DM

search as spectroscopic J-factors become available, the
likelihood profiles for each energy bin used to derive our
�-ray flux upper limits will be made publicly available.
We plan to augment this resource as more new systems
are discovered.

After the completion of this analysis, we became aware
of an independent study of LAT Pass 8 data coincident
with DES Y2 dSph candidates (Li et al. 2016). The �-ray
results associated with individual targets are consistent
between the two works; however, the samples selected for
combined analysis are di↵erent.
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DM thermal relics 
lighter than about 
100 GeV excluded!

Are there hidden underlying assumption? Should we trust these exclusion limits 
at face value? See, e.g. [PU & Valli, 2017].

In lack of smoking gun signals (gamma-ray lines or antideuterons still an 
option), research is concentrating on pinning down signal uncertainties 
and refining background estimates.
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• From cosmological/astrophysical evidence for dark matter to 
cosmological/astrophysical evidence for dark matter particles.  

• A few frameworks in which the dark matter particle detection 
phenomenology has fairly generic patterns. 

• Still the space of viable dark matter models is populated also by 
cases requiring dedicated efforts. 

• Steady progresses in direct searches, with the DAMA/LIBRA 
result still to be understood. 

• More puzzling the situation with searches for dark matter particle 
pair annihilations or decays. 


